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NEW RELEASES 

 

Sarah Andre recommends ALL THAT FALLS by Kimberly Frost 

A breath of fresh air for the paranormal genre! This romantic suspense/mystery is chalk-

full of unexpected twists, sparkling dialogue and sexual tension; and Kimber’s 

paranormal characters and world are intriguingly unique. I cannot recommend this novel 

enough! I am fortunate enough to be a friend and West Houston RWA chapter-mate of 

Kimber’s and predict she’ll be a well-known bestseller as word-of-mouth gets out about 

these fabulous Etherlin novels! 

 

Krista Hall recommends AN UNEXPECTED GUEST by Anne Korkeakivi 

“Time rained down on Clare.” The prophetic first sentence of Anne Korkeakivi’s debut 

novel AN UNEXPECTED GUEST hooked me with its freighted simplicity. This day-in-

the- life story of Clare Moorhouse, a British diplomat’s wife, opens with the same 

deceptive simplicity. It quickly gains speed and complexity until you are breathlessly 

turning the pages in a mad dash to the end as a secret from Clare’s past is revealed in 

a series of unexpected events that unravels her carefully constructed façade. This story 

is as beautifully written as it is compelling. 

 

Gwen Hernandez (SCRIVENER FOR DUMMIES) recommends FLASH HEAT by 

Joyce Lamb As much as I love to read–and write–military and law enforcement heroes, 

it’s refreshing to read about ordinary people facing danger. And Ms. Lamb does a 

fabulous job crafting real, imperfect, interesting, wonderful characters that you can’t help 

but root for. Joyce Lamb is a multi-published RITA finalist–and curator of USA Today’s 

Happy Ever After blog–but this is one of her self-published titles. You would never know 

it. The writing is great. 

 

Sharon Wray recommends THE RIVER WITCH by Kimberly Brock 

One of the loveliest books I’ve ever read. The lyrical prose and haunting southern 

landscape are the perfect background for Roslyn’s journey toward healing and love. The 

writing draws you in until you find yourself wishing you’d grown up on a Georgia Sea 

http://www.amazon.com/Scrivener-For-Dummies-Gwen-Hernandez/dp/1118312473/ref=sr_1_cc_1?s=aps&ie=UTF8&qid=1341236243&sr=1-1-catcorr&keywords=scrivener+for+dummies
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Isle. I couldn’t put this book down, and once I was done I couldn’t stop thinking about 

the characters. No wonder this book has become a favorite among book clubs. Ms. 

Brock layers in so many levels of emotions that you could reread this book over and 

over again, each time finding a character or turn-of-phrase to love all over again. One of 

the best summer reads I’ve found in years.  

 

FAVORITES THAT STAND THE TEST OF TIME 

 

Manda Collins (HOW TO ROMANCE A RAKE) recommends DARKNESS, MY OLD 

FRIEND by Lisa Unger  DARKNESS, MY OLD FRIEND, which takes its title from the 

Simon and Garfunkel song, is one of the most hopeful suspense books I’ve read in a 

long time. Weaving together six seemingly disparate threads of narrative, Unger 

masterfully tells the stories of various inhabitants who live in The Hollows, a small town 

just outside of New York City, where fifteen years ago a young mother disappeared one 

night never to return. Our protagonist, retired police detective Jones Cooper, 

investigated the disappearance years ago when he was first on the job. And now he’s 

been asked by his former boss to look into the case again. What follows is a gripping, 

heartbreaking, and yes, ultimately hopeful story about people living lives of desperation. 

And some of whom just might get a second chance. 

 

Lena Diaz (HE KILLS ME, HE KILLS ME NOT) recommends MR. PERFECT by Linda 

Howard  One of my favorite romantic suspense books of all time is MR. PERFECT by 

Linda Howard. I discovered Linda Howard years ago just by browsing the shelves at a 

Barnes and Noble. As soon as I read the first book, I was hooked. MR. PERFECT has 

the, well, perfect blend of suspense and romance and it is so very sexy. Sam is the cop 

hero and is over the top wonderful. The sexual tension in this novel is unbelievable. And 

can I just tell you, there is a car wash scene that is so funny and so sexy that to this day 

some of the dialogue sticks in my head. I laugh and cry when I read this book and highly 

recommend it. 

 

Rachel Grant recommends PROMISES TO KEEP by Kathryn Shay 

About eight years ago a friend mailed me a box of paperbacks and this little gem was 

inside. I was quickly drawn in by Shay’s vivid characters and loved the two-romances-

for-the-price-of-one storyline. I was especially charmed by Kelsey and Luke—I love a 

http://www.mandacollins.com/the-ugly-ducklings-trilogy/how-to-romance-a-rake/
http://www.amazon.com/He-Kills-Me-Not-ebook/dp/B005AJY8V8/ref=sr_1_2?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1341235832&sr=1-2&keywords=lena+diaz+kindle+books
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hero who has trouble maintaining his cover because he’s falling in love with a woman 

who absolutely can’t get involved with the person he’s pretending to be. 

 

Diana Belchase recommends THE REMBRANDT AFFAIR by Daniel Silva  

So beautifully crafted. Silva’s voice is like molten gold, mesmerizing and poetic. His 

wonderfully drawn characters — whether elegant, folksy, or quirky — make the intricate 

plot an added bonus. If you love writers who craft every word, this is the one for you. In 

this book, a spy, who wants out of the biz, is drawn back in when an art restorer is 

murdered and a Rembrandt painting is stolen. He uncovers deadly secrets and the evil 

men behind them. 

 

Carey Baldwin (FIRST DO NO EVIL) recommends THE SURGEON  by Tess 

Gerritsen This is an older romantic thriller, and I’m recommending it because this is the 

book that made me realize stories can break with tradition. Gerritsen started out writing 

pure romance and eventually blended her medical background into her stories. THE 

SURGEON is the result of that extension in her storytelling. It also introduced 

characters featured in the wildly popular television series RIZZOLI & ISLES. THE 

SURGEON is one of the most compelling stories I’ve ever read. 
 

K&T COMMENTERS’ RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

THE COFFIN DANCER (Lincoln Rhyme Novel) by Jeffery Deaver 

 

THE COLD MOON (Lincoln Rhyme Novel) by Jeffery Deaver 

 

CREOLE BELLE (new Dave Robicheaux novel) by James Lee Burke 

 

THE FALLEN ANGEL by Daniel Silva 

 

FREAKS (Rizzoli & Isles short story) by Tess Gerritsen 

 

HE KILLS ME, HE KILLS ME NOT by Lena Diaz 

 

HOW TO ROMANCE A RAKE by Manda Collins 

 

I REMEMBER NOTHING: AND OTHER REFLECTIONS BY Nora Ephron 

 

http://www.amazon.com/First-Do-No-Evil-ebook/dp/B0083JWUIK/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1341235600&sr=8-1&keywords=carey+baldwin
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THE LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS by Vanessa Diffenbaugh 

 

NIGHTWORLD (Adversary Cycle: Repairman Jack) by F. Paul Wilson 

 

SPIDER’S DANCE by William Simon writing as Will Graham 

 

SPIDER’S TANGO in LOVE IS MURDER ANTHOLOGY by William Simon 

 

STRONG VENGEANCE (a female Texas Ranger) by Jon Land 

 

K&T JUNE PICKS 

 

FIRST DO NO EVIL by Carey Baldwin 

Carey Baldwin’s debut thriller comes with a warning: Contents include: One heart-

melting hero–good luck getting this delicious detective out of your head. One 

reluctant heroine–wielding a Glock was never on her to-do list. One crazed villain–an 

entire flock of baa baa black sheep won’t be enough to put you to sleep. And a 

lifesaving vaccine with one deadly side effect–murder. (K&T, Jun 26, 2012) 
 

NO ONE LEFT TO TELL by Karen Rose 

Karen Rose returns to the world of Baltimore’s cops and prosecutors with a new tale 

of danger and desire… (K&T, Jun 5, 2012) 

 

DEADLY FEAR, DEADLY HEAT, and DEADLY LIES by Cynthia Eden 

Three dark and sexy romantic suspense books. (K&T, Jun 12) 

 

EVEN STEVEN (LOVE IS MURDER ANTHOLOGY) by D.P. Lyle 

This short story will suck you in, rev the wheels on your bus, and leave you wondering where 

the line is between the good guys and the bad guys. (K&T, Jun 15, 2012) 

 

K&T SPRING PICKS 

 

SIMON SAYS DIE by Lena Diaz 

Rachel Grant writes: SIMON SAYS DIE is a reunion story with two strong-willed protagonists 

who have to find their way past old hurts.  It’s also an intense suspense with a scary killer 

who is a master manipulator. (K&T, Mar 27, 2012) 
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THREE WEDDINGS AND A MURDER ANTHOLOGY by Tessa Dare, Leigh LaValle, 

Courtney Milan, & Carey Baldwin 

Four original novellas and combined them into an anthology available for a limited time this 

summer leading up to the Avon walk. All profits from the sale of THREE WEDDINGS AND A 

MURDER will be donated to the cause. (K&T, May 22, 2012) 

 

FEVER by Joan Swan 

Rachel Grant writes: FEVER by Joan Swan, should come with a warning label. 

 
(K&T, Mar 20, 2012) 

 

SAVING GRACE by Liese Sherwood-Fabre 

A Russian microbiologist whose daughter Nadezhda (Hope) has a heart condition, struggles to 

save her daughter. (K&T, Apr 3, 2012) 

 

SIX DAYS OF THE CONDOR by James Grady 

Diana Belchase writes: [Grady] takes the most implausible of facts – for instance, crazies in a 

secret CIA asylum, let loose on society (Mad Dogs), and not only suspends disbelief, but 

transports the reader to a roller coaster of an adventure that doesn’t let go until the very last 

word. (K&T, Apr 10, 2012) 

 

SWITCHED IN DEATH by Sherry Foley 

Sarah Andre writes: It’s a chilling, fast paced novel with such a jaw dropping twist at the 

end it’ll leave you absolutely stunned. No joke. (K&T, Apr 24, 2012) 

 

SKIN by Patricia Rosemoor 

This is veteran romantic suspense author, Patricia Rosemoor’s, first foray into Indie 

Publishing a Romantic Thriller. After a decade of searching for her runaway sister, 

Lilith Mitchell finds her dancing at a gentleman’s club. They barely reconnect when a 

killer kidnaps Hannah. (K&T, May 1, 2012) 
 

THE GRAVEYARD QUEEN SERIES by Amanda Stevens 

Sarah Andre double-dog-dares you to pick up or download THE RESTORER, the first book 

in The Graveyard Queen Series by Amanda Stevens. Read the first chapter, especially that 

last sentence! Then put the novel down and walk away without ever reading the rest. (K&T, 

May 8, 2012) 
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DEADLY SECRETS by Cynthia Cooke 

Cynthia Cooke is an award-winning, multi-published author who has published 11 books 

and short stories for Harlequin/Silhouette and Steeple Hill. Her latest book, DEADLY 

SECRETS, LOVING LIES is one of the launch books for Entangled Publishing‘s new Dead 

Sexy Romantic Suspense line. (K&T, May 15, 2012) 

 

DEADLY FEAR by Cynthia Eden 

(K&T, Jun 12, 2012) 

 

LOVE IS MURDER ANTHOLOGY 

This is an anthology comprised of the writings of an amazing group of suspense/romantic 

suspense authors. The list of contributing authors is long and drool worthy. (K&T, Jun 15, 

2012) 

 

K&T WINTER PICKS 

 

HOW TO DANCE WITH A DUKE by Manda Collins 

Carey Baldwin writes: HOW TO DANCE WITH A DUKE showcase’s Manda Collins’ particular 

talent for creating engaging dialogue, and I don’t just mean the flirty banter between the 

hero and heroine. The girl talk is fabulous! The fun conversations among the ugly duckling 

cousins call to mind the work of Eloisa James and Tessa Dare. (K&T, Jan 24, 2012) 

 

IF I SHOULD DIE, SILENCED by Allison Brennan 

The fourth and fifth books of Brennan’s popular Lucy Kinkaid series. (K&T, Nov 29, 2011) 

 

IN CLOSE, THE LAST STAND TRILOGY by  Brenda Novak 

Lena Diaz writes: Brenda Novak is one of my all-time favorite romantic suspense authors. Her 

books grab you by the throat from page one. Her stories consistently deliver a suspenseful, 

riveting thrill ride with an extremely emotional love story. Her characters are so genuine, 

you’ll think about them long after you put the book down. (K&T, Dec 6, 2011) 

 

WITH NO REMORSE by Cindy Gerard 

Carey Baldwin writes: Whenever I pick up a Cindy Gerard novel, I expect to be transported to 

a world that, although very real, is someplace I can never access on my own. I expect that 

she will suck me in so deep, I’ll feel the reality of that world as clearly as my own. In WITH 

NO REMORSE, she delivers in spades. (K&T, Dec 13, 2011) 

 

Anything by Harlan Coben 

With 50 million books in print worldwide, Harlan Coben’s last four consecutive novels, LIVE 

WIRE, CAUGHT, LONG LOST and HOLD TIGHT all debuted  at #1 on the New York Times 

bestseller list and lists around the world. His first Young Adult novel SHELTER was just 
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released this fall. His books are published in 41 languages around the globe and have been 

number one bestsellers in over a dozen countries. (Bio fromwww.HarlanCoben.com) (K&T, 

Dec 15, 2011) 
 

BECAUSE OF YOU by Jessica Scott 

A career soldier with 16 years in the Army, Jessica is a Company Commander in charge of 130 

soldiers, a mom with two young kids who never sit still, and an Army wife, whose husband is 

back in Iraq. Blogging from Iraq landed her a spot on PBS Point of View, tackling tough issues 

involving women and war. Her novels are all pulled from her experiences as an soldier who 

has lived through both being deployed and being the spouse left at home with the kids. Her 

first release, Because of You, is a Loveswept eBook original which has garnered rave reviews 

from press, peers, and public alike. (K&T, Dec 20, 2011) 

 

Anything by Joanna Bourne 

Gwen Hernandez writes: … one of my favorite escapes is a book that combines the 

world of intrigue in a historical setting. And one of the masters of the historical 

romantic suspense is Joanna Bourne. Her book The Forbidden Rose…takes place 

entirely in France during the reign of Robespierre, when political alliances changed 

with the wind, and one might face beheading for any number of sins, real or 

imagined. (K&T, Jan 3) 
 

DARK MOON by Rebecca York 

“DARK MOON features the main Decorah Security players, Frank Decorah and the in-house 

staff who have secondary roles in all the stories.  We also meet a guy who’s going to be the 

hero of a future Decorah novel, even though he’s playing the part of a bad guy in this story.” 

(K&T, Jan 10, 2012) 

 

SPACE IN HIS HEART,  BAREFOOT BAY SERIES, GUARDIAN ANGELINOS SERIES by 

Roxanne St. Claire  

Sharon Wray writes: Roxanne St. Claire is a New York Times bestselling author of twenty-

seven novels of suspense and romance, including her most recent release, Space In His 

Heart. The author of two popular romantic suspense series (The Bullet Catchers and The 

Guardian Angelinos), Roxanne is launching a brand new contemporary romance series in 2012, 

called “Barefoot Bay” and set on a fictional island off the Gulf coast of Florida. In addition, 

her first young adult novel, Don’t You Wish, will release in July, 2012. (K&T, Jan 12, 2012) 
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WAIT FOR ME by Elisabeth Naughton 

“…a contemporary romantic suspense that includes all kinds of murder and mayhem (and yes, 

lots and lotsa romance!) …” (K&T, Jan 17, 2012) 

 

Elisabeth Naughton’s STOLEN Trilogy 

“Filled with globe-trotting adventure, steamy romance and riveting suspense, the 

Stolen books from RITA nominated romantic adventure author Elisabeth Naughton will 

appeal to fans of Romancing the Stone and Indiana Jones.” (K&T, Jan 19, 2012) 
 

STEELE STREET Series by Tara Janzen 

Krista Hall writes: A few years ago while browsing in Barnes & Noble, I discovered CRAZY HOT 

and proceeded to race through the Steele Street series as fast as a 1967 Pontiac GTO on a 

Saturday night at Midnight Doubles. The acclaimed Steele Street series of 11 romantic 

suspense novels about a hotshot crew of former juvenile delinquents and car thieves in 

Denver, Colorado who grow up to become one of the U.S.A.’s most elite black ops forces 

begins with CRAZY HOT and CRAZY COOL and finishes up with LOOSE ENDS. (K&T, Jan 31, 

2012) 
 

IF YOU HEAR HER by Shiloh Walker 

Manda Collins writes: When readers got their hands on Book 1 in Shiloh Walker’s Ash 

Trilogy, IF YOU HEAR HER–okay, THIS Reader–the ending came as a bit of a shock. To call it a 

cliff-hanger is a vast understatement. I feel sure they could hear my cries of anguish on the 

space station. Especially when I learned that it wouldn’t be released until some three months 

later! Talk about your teasers! (Feb 7, 2012) 
 

BLOOD AND BONE by Dawn Brown 

In a genre saturated with amped-up covert or rogue heroes, it is refreshing to see Brown 

return to the very roots of romantic suspense. Her plotting is of the highest caliber — making 

for a terrorizing, fervent illustration of depravity with an impressive cast of characters and a 

ferocious pace that doesn’t waver even for a second.(K&T, Feb 14, 2012) 

 

CATCH ME IF YOU CAN, SWEET REVENGE, WARRIOR’S BRIDE by Nina Bruhns 

Diana Belchase writes: The combination of all that intelligence, with her good heart, 

and her incredible curiosity about life, brings us books that are full of incredible plot 

twists, evocative settings, full bore action, and heart wrenching emotion.  
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SAINT’S GATE by Carla Neggers 

Carey Baldwin writes: Carla lives up to her reputation for delivering atmospheric romance by 

transporting the reader to small-town Maine, as well as Dublin, Ireland. If you are a lover of 

rich, lush detail and multi-level storylines, I think you will truly enjoy this. (K&T, Feb 21, 

2012) 
 

THE SECRETS OF A LOST SUMMER by Carla Neggers 

Carey Baldwin writes: This contemporary love story will transport you to Knight’s Bridge 

Mass.  where Oliva Frost is renovating a historic home. Enter the owner of the dilapidated 

neighboring home, Dylan McCaffrey, and the journey to discovering secrets of the past begins. 

Another strong cast, a satisfying mystery, and of course a love story, spells another win for 

Carla Neggers. (K&T, Feb 21, 2012) 
 

THE FACES OF EVIL SERIES by Debra Webb 

Debra Webb writes: …each story in the series will resume where the last left off not only in 

terms of the development of the relationships between the characters but also time wise. 

IMPULSE, book two, starts right where OBSESSION ended. POWER, book three and my current 

work in progress, begins forty-eight hours after the ending of IMPULSE. My goal is to show the 

day-to-day evolution of the lives of these characters in real time. Can they ignite the fire that 

once burned between them and stoke it to a full blaze ultimately bonding their relationship? 

Only time and the triumph over obstacles along the way will tell! (K&T, Feb 23, 2012) 
 

IN HER SIGHTS, FINDING HER SON by Robin Perini 

…fast-paced, high-stakes adventures, with love stories sure to melt hearts…(K&T, Feb 28, 

2012) 

 

GUNS AND ROSES ANTHOLOGY by the authors of MurderSheWrites.com 

…a collection of ten never-before published short stories and novellas, each penned by a 

MurderSheWrites blogger...Some of the stories are dark and tense; others are light and wild 

and might give you a few new laugh lines. Most are loosely connected to existing popular 

series, yet all stand entirely alone. (K&T, Mar 1, 2012) 

 

TWISTED by Laura Griffin 

Gwen Hernandez writes: Laura’s brand of romantic suspense is dark and edgy with plenty of 

sexual tension and sensuality. Her heroines are just the right combination of vulnerable and 
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independent, with interesting occupations. And her heroes are, well, yummy. Many of them 

are stoic, law enforcement-types. Protective, stubborn, intense, and loyal. (K&T, Mar 6, 

2012) 
 

TO SIR WITH LOVE by E.R. Braithwaite 

Based on Braithwaite’s his experiences teaching teenagers in London’s poor East End 

in the 1950s, this book became a major best seller and iconic motion film, starring 

Sidney Poitier in 1967.  
 

MIDNIGHT TRILOGY by Leslie Tentler 

EDGE OF FEAR is a complex, character driven novel that broke new ground in the genre. 

(K&T, Mar 14, 2012) 

 

BRENDA NOVAK: WHAT I’M READING (K&T, DEC 6, 2011) 

KILL FOR ME by M. William Phelps. This is a true crime book I picked up at 

Bouchercon last year and am only now getting to. It’s about a man who had someone 

murder a woman about to testify against him in a rape case. I have yet to find out 

who actually committed the deed, but I’m hoping the guilty party pays for their 

crime. I always find it fascinating to read about how criminal cases really go. It 

certainly isn’t like the movies. It’s actually a bit depressing. The criminal has 

everything stacked in his favor. Very sad/difficult for the victim. 

FALL FROM PRIDE by Karen Harper. I’ve been hearing that Amish romances are the 

new hot thing so I wanted to try one. After reading CHILL FACTOR by Sandra Brown 

(excellent plotting and interesting characters and situations) and KILL FOR ME (the 

true crime book above), this story is VERY tame, but it’s supposed to be. 

A WALK ACROSS THE SUN by Corban Addison. This book is by a debut author, an 

attorney down south. It was recommended to me by my agent, and I really enjoyed it. 

It deals with the international sex trade as seen through the eyes of two orphaned 

sisters. 

ADRENALIN by Jeff Abbott. Abbot has a lean writing style, engaging characters and a 

very quick pace. I’m only one-third in but definitely plan to finish. 
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THE GIRL WHO DISAPPEARED TWICE by Andrea Kane. Just started a mini-book club 

with a friend who wanted to bone up on thrillers. He suggested this book be first up, 

since we both owned it. Again, I’ve just begun, but I’ve been promised that I will love 

the story. Can’t wait to see for myself…. 

FOR TWEENS & TEENS RECOMMENDED READING LIST:  

Rachel Grant and MG/YA author Amanda Brice compiled a downloadable PDF list of 

recommendations at http://kissandthrill.com/2012/06/21/tween-and-teen-summer-reading-list/ 

 

Happy Reading! 

http://kissandthrill.com/2012/06/21/tween-and-teen-summer-reading-list/

